
SHOW TAB
Just that bit more...

SHOWTAB is a band, tab and print in just 1 step

Bandall’s aim is to make it easy for 
producers to quickly implement the change 
to reduced packaging that is so necessary 
today. Offering alternatives to plastic bags, 
adhesive labels and other complex packaging 
in the industry is the motive behind the 
development of the SHOWTAB. 
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Band, tab and print in just 1 step
The Bandall automatically secures a band around singular 
or multiple products using Bandall’s Unique Clean Seal 
(UCS) technology. You decide how firmly the band is 
applied round the product and the tab length. Where the 
product circumference is variable the SHOWTAB length 
will be variable. Print as much and in as many positions 
along the full length and width as required. Sensors 
ensure precise positioning.

•
Where the product 

circumference is variable 
the SHOWTAB length will be 

variable.

SHOWTAB is designed to give you just that bit more. 
To replace bags, adhesive labels and other complex 
packaging with a recyclable single material – no 
adhesives are required. Add extra information, highlight 
branding, promotions or coding.

›  Opportunity for highlighting branding, promotions and coding
›  Band single and multiple products
›  Provides easy access to codes for quick scanning
›  In the same material as the band – making recycling simpler
›  No adhesives
›   Plain or preprinted to match or to contrast with the band itself – up to 

full colour preprint on one or both sides
›  Print variables during application



Highlight branding,  
promotions or coding
Data management is assured with high 
speed intelligent printing onto pre printed 
or unprinted paper or film at application.  
Branding, codes, dates, promotional texts –  
increase uptime by printing without 
additional processes or complex materials.  
Presetting several batches ensures no time is 
wasted between products.

Eco friendly banding materials
A vast choice of banding papers and films can be supplied 
preprinted or plain, with or without preprinting on one or 
two sides. Ask about our eco friendly options - including 
biodegradable, recyclable, compostable and FSC 
approved. Banding onto foodstuffs with food approved 
inks makes the SHOWTAB a versatile choice.

Efficiency and savings
Printing is immediate, so printing starts with the first 
band. This means that there is no wastage and a quick 
start up.
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• 
Eco friendly options – biodegradable, 

recyclable, compostable, FSC approved - 
and no adhesives.

›  Just one material means it is  
easy to recycle and is metal detector 
compatible

›  Print without slow down or 
interruption to the banding process

›  Design for maximum efficiency – print 
all variables during application 

E&EO

•
Unlimited print. Printing in any 

number of positions on each band 
and SHOWTAB, making this a most 

flexible solution.


